
 

 
 
 
Wild Coast Track, Remutaka Cycle Trail  
 
From the car park, cross the Orongorongo River Bridge and transfer your bike across the barrier to the access 
easement, and follow a well-marked fence-line track to the boundary of Turakirae Head Scientific Reserve.  
The reserve contains salt-tolerant herbs, tussocks and reeds, and during the winter months is home to a large 
colony of fur seals.  
Continue through the reserve on a stony 4WD track before turning inland to pick up what was once the Old 
Coast Road. This hugs the base of the southern tip of the scrub-clad Remutaka Ranges. From Waimarara 
Peak, streams feed a large semi-wetland that runs for two kilometres up the coast.  
The track climbs gradually above a row of hidden bluffs from Barneys Whare Ford, eventually reaching a 
massive shingle and boulder fan at Kotumu Stream. You can usually find vehicle tracks or a marked route to 
follow over the fan and it provides a challenging piece of riding for those resistant to pushing their bikes.  
Steep bush-clad slopes scarred by numerous slips climb to the main ridge as you ride below the bluff at 
Fishermans Rock and onto Windy Point. There’s a substantial metal gate to negotiate before attempting to 
ride the soft sand to the ford at Mukamukaiti Stream.  
There’s a wide bay here with a long narrow track of wind-blown manuka running along the base of the hills to 
Mukamuka Stream. A second ford marks the exit from the bay and the track climbs steeply to avoid the sea’s 
relentless erosion of the coast. This is just a short undulating section with the odd sand trap thrown in before 
the terrain starts to behave itself.  
The track ends at the bach settlement of Ocean Beach.  
Corner Creek Campsite, two kilometres from the track end, has a shelter, table and toilets. It’s a good spot to 
rest before riding back to Orongorongo. Alternatively, explore further by following Western Bay Road to Lake 
Onoke. It's separated by a spit from the sea and is well worth a visit. 
 
Wild File 
Access From the end of Coast Road 
Grade 2-3 
Time 5-6hr return 
Distance 17.8km one way 
Total ascent 641m one way 
Map BQ32 
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  
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Wild Coast Track, Remutaka Cycle Trail. Map 2. 
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